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اء 2 قَّ سة- اإلبراهيميَّة- موقع السَّ املطبعة: العراق- كربالء املقدَّ
يض يف الرَّ اإلدارة والتَّسويق: حي احُلسني- مقابل مدرسة الشَّ





In the Name of Allah Most Gracious 
Most Merciful

﴾O’mankind! We created you from a single 

(pair) of a maleand a female, and made you 

into nations and tribes, that you may know 

each other, Verly the most honoured of you 

in the sight of Allah is (he who is) the 

most righteous of you. And Allah has full 

knowledge and is well acquainted (with all 

things)﴿
Hujurat: 13
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Publishing Conditions

Hillah Heritage Quarterly Authorized Journal receives all the 

original scientific researches under the Provisos below:

1. Researches or studies to be published should strictly be 

according to the globally- agreed- on steps and stan-

dards.

2. Being printed on A4, delivering three copies and CD hav-

ing approximately 5000-10.000 words under Simplified 

Arabic or Times New Roman font and being pagination.

3. Delivering the Abstracts, Arabic or English, not exceed-

ing a page, 350 words, with the research title.

4. The front page should have the title, the name of the re-

searcher/ researchers, occupation, address, telephone 

number and e-mail, and taking cognizance of averting a 

mention of the researcher/researchers in the context.

5. Making an allusion to all sources in the endnotes, and 

taking cognizance of the common scientific procedures 
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in documentation; the title of the book, editor, publisher,  

publication place, version number, publication year and 

page number. Such is for the first mention to the meant 

source, but if being iterated once more, the documenta-

tion should be only as; the title of the book and the page 

number.

6. Submitting all the attached sources for the marginal 

notes, in the case of having foreign sources, there should 

be a bibliography apart from Arabic one, and such books 

and researches should be alphabetically ordered.

7. Printing all tables, pictures and portraits on attached pa-

pers, and making an allusion to their sources at the bot-

tom of the caption, in time there should be a reference to 

them in the context.

8. Attaching the curriculum vitae, if the researcher cooper-

ates with the journal for the first time, so it is to manifest 

whether the actual research submitted to a conference 

or a symposium for publication or not. there should be 

an indication to the sponsor of the project, scientific or 

nonscientific, if any.

9. For the research should never have been published be-
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fore, or submitted to any means of publication.

10. In the journal do all the published ideas manifest the 

viewpoints of the researchers themselves; it is not neces-

sary to come in line with the issuing vicinity, in time, the 

research stratification is subject to technical priorities.

11. All researches are exposed to confidential revision to state 

their reliability for publication. No research retrieved  to 

researchers, whether they are approved or not; it takes 

the procedures below:

• A researcher should be notified to deliver the meant 

research for publication in a two-week period maxi-

mally from the time of submission.

• A researcher whose paper is approved is to be ap-

prised of the edition chief approval and the eminent 

date publication.

• With the rectifiers reconnoiters some renovations or 

depth, before publishing, the researchers are to be re-

trieved to the researchers to accomplish them for pub-

lication.

• Notifying the researchers whose research papers are 
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not approved; it is not necessary to state the reasons 

and wherefores of the disapproval.

• Researches to published are only those given consent 

by experts in the field.

• A researcher bestowed a version in which the meant re-

search published, and a financial reward of (150,000) ID.

12. Taking into consideration some points for the publica-

tion priorities, as follows:

• Research participated in conferences and adjudicated 

by the issuing vicinity.

• The date of research delivery to the edition chief.

• The date of research that has been renovated.

• Ramifying the scope of the research when possible.

13. Receiving research be by correspondence on the E-mail 

of the Journal (turathhi@gmail.com) or delivered directly 

to the Journal’s headquarters at the following address: 

(Iraq, Babylon Governorate, Al-Hillah City, Al-Tuhmaziya 

Street, Infront of Al-Turkey Hospital, Hillah Heritage Cen-

ter).
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Editorial

In the name of Allah, the Compassionate, the Merciful

Praise be to Allah Whose determination cannot be repelled by 

anything, Whose gifts cannot be stopped by anything, and Whose 

making cannot be resembled by the making of anyone. He is the 

All-magnanimous, the All-liberal. He originated the genus of the 

wonderfully created things and He perfected the made things by 

His wisdom. All growing things cannot be hidden from Him and 

all things deposited with Him shall never be wasted. He is the 

Re-payer on every deed, the Enricher of every satisfied one, the 

Merciful toward every suppliant, and the Revealer of the benefits 

and the All-comprehensive Book with the glaring light. He is also 

the Hearer of prayers, the Warder-off of anguishes, the Raiser of 

ranks, and the Suppressor of the tyrants. There is no GOD other 

than Him and there is nothing equivalent to Him and nothing 

like a likeness of Him, and He is the All-hearing, the All-seeing, 

blessings to Muhammad and the Household of Muhammad.

Then... The classification of nations Makes the Islamic nation 
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is on the shelf of (reading nation), our Islamic Arabic nation as 

the people of knowledge and science say, It is the nation of 

“mind and text” reading texts in the scientific and intellectual 

blogs have an impact on the Islamic nation and its people which 

affected on their public life; I do not exaggerate to say that a 

book like the “Holy Quran” did not receive a book as it did in the 

recitation, interpretation and explanation.

In our great book, we read the books in which the nourishment 

of our minds, our souls, the wealth of our tongues, and the ways 

of our expression, in which we reach the steps of understanding.

We read what make us closer to God, which take us away 

from the other readings. We read not only to be a nation of 

reading; but we read to melt with knowledge, and we are the 

subject of that we read.

In this era, from the beginning of the present century to the 

present day the lack of reading in many of us, makes a dangerous 

indicator of a major disaster; and the reasons for this weakness is 

due to the following points:

1. The dependence of the human on the visual information 

(television) is more than the adoption of the read 

informations (the book); this is why most of us have a 

television culture, rather read and written culture.
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2. Many problems of life are facing Iraqi people, most of which 

revolve around economic and political problems.

3. The role of media has played the role of frustrating to each 

one us; each satellite channel has an ideological goal which 

has been applied, it seeks to broadcast multiple purposes 

for its sakes.

4. Social networking media sites like Facebook, Twitter, etc., 

which directly affected the Iraqi person, so we did not 

surprise here if we remembered the denial in previous 

governments, and lack of openness to the external world; 

that results the exaggeration in the use of these guidance 

sites, and get benefit of them significantly.

And other problems we have, made the Iraqi person 

repeating what is said from the visual and audio saying. 

I hope that we will return to our great history, the history of 

the prophet and his household and their biography, so we will 

learn from them the lessons and the exhortations. Those who 

do not know how to learn the lessons of the last three thousand 

years remain in darkness tempted him as he is saying.

Thanks for Allah at first and last

Sadiq Al-Khuweildi
The Editor-in-Chief
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The Editorial of the Advisory and the Editorial 
Boards

Among the most important Islamic scientific cities, Hillah 

has for four centuries been regarded as the pillar of guarding the 

Islamic thought from squander and loss. Thanks to its scientists 

and their profound faith that the whole region and the sacred 

cities escaped the miseries of wars and invasions that struck 

the region. Due to these reasons, Hillah embraced all causes 

of scientific integration and prosperity: schools of science and 

thought have spread, gathering worldwide researchers.

To revive this magnificent history, the Hillah Heritage 

Center has taken the initiative of this noble mission through 

its blessed labour to restore the works of this city›s scientists 

through uncovering the treasures of knowledge, education, 

and jurisprudence of Hillah which is also known as «the city of 

science and scientists». The Hillah Heritage Center sets itself the 

task of highlighting the scientific, educational, and jurisprudent 
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roles of Hillah’s past and present scientists.

Sustaining this huge heritage is the core responsibility of 

the Hillah Heritage Center which is blessed by its affiliation 

to Al-Abbas Holy Shrine which is, in turn, highly interested in 

reviving this heritage and encouraging scientific research to put 

emphasis on the leading role of Hillah in this respect.

The significance of this journal lies in publishing scientific 

researches related to the scholars of Hillah and their political, 

social, economic, intellectual, and historical domains, to 

mention but few. Thus, it is a unique opportunity for researchers 

and writers to publish their works in this referred journal which 

hopes to spread the scientific, intellectual, jurisprudent, and 

civilized heritage of Hillah.

Taking onto its shoulder the task of highlighting this huge 

heritage of Hillah, the Hillah Heritage Center has introduced 

this journal to the academics of universities in the middle and 

southern of Iraqi, instigating them to write about everything that 

is related to the heritage of Hillah as well as the recent scientific 

subjects. Consequently, Turath Al-Hillah aims at:

1. Introducing the various domains of knowledge adopted 
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by the scientists of Hillah, especially those which 

distinguished this city from other Islamic cities.

2. Publishing referred scientific researches that tackle the 

civilization of this governorate, particularly those which 

reflect the extents of its development in dealing with 

modern subjects like the civilized relics and archeological 

investigation as realized through a modern scientific 

vision.

3. Investigating what has not been studied yet of the rich 

heritage of Hillah.

4. Examining the cultural treasures and relics of Hillah.

5. Emphasizing the scientific and humanitarian status of 

those scientists.

6. Exploring the circumstances and conditions in which 

those scientists lived.

7. Encouraging researchers to enter the domain of 

examining scripts and ancient works.

8. Producing a comprehensive and scientific encyclopedia 

of Hillah scientists through research and investigations in 

the world Islamic libraries.
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9. Advancing the scientific research that is specialized in 

the art of examining scripts by establishing the Scripts 

Examination Unit in this Center.

10. Producing abridged encyclopedias by investigating the 

past and present scientists, quantifying and publishing 

their works through compilation, examination and 

composition.

11. Highlighting the features of the scientific and intellectual 

revival of the distinguished scientists and publishing 

their works.

Finally, we would like to welcome researchers from the 

different scientific institutions, universities and research centers, 

inside and outside Iraq, to provide our journal with their sound 

researches that will later make an important foundation which 

will, hopefully, enrich specialists’, researchers’, and students’ 

knowledge. The center is also ready to provide the researchers 

with various unexamined references, resources, and scripts to 

investigate and examine them. They are highly welcome in the 

Hillah Heritage Center at any time.

All praise be, first and last, to Allah, Lord of the Universe!
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